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Report of the Dean
To the President of Trinity College:
Sir:
I have the honor to submit herewith as Dean of the College a
report for the academic year 1947-48:
At least a semblance of normalcy in the ante-bellum sense began
to be noticeable now and then during the academic year that ended in
June, 1948. Fleeting visions of "Joe College," unmarried and hedonistic and not quite as grown up as his veteran brother, could be
detected here and there if one cared to look closely; indeed, there
was no need to assume that wishful thinking played any part in conjuring up glimpses of campus life as it existed ten years ago. For
me, in any case, wishful thinking ~ould not have been involved, for
I had come to accept and even to like the new post-war order in our
student body with its mature, purposeful veterans dominating the
picture, and I found myself hoping against hope that the next generation would inherit something of the unusual enthusiasm for learning
that has characterized the past few years. I have no desire to damn
our younger and newer students as shirkers or to censure them because
they are two or three years younger than their predecessors. To do
so would be foolish and unjust. They are, I think, more earnest and
alert ~han were the students of my own undergraduate days. Ido say,
however, that we are reaching the end of an era and that the first
signs of the change became apparent during the year 1947-48•
Unfortunately, the two outstanding disadvantages of the postwar period seem to be endowed with an unusual longevity. Overcrowding and accelerated courses of study persist and give promise of remaining to plague us for some years to come. Our student body last
year was too large and the same thing will be true next year. There
is no cause for alarm, however, since we have not been forced to
give instruction to sections of inflated size (the average Trinity
class last year contained 20 students) and the new Elton Hall will
bring about a material improvement in the situation in dormitory
rooms. As for the acceleration, let me point out that thirty percent of the men who received the baccalaureate in June, 1948 had
completed all of their college work before the beginning of the
final term; in fact, approximately one man in every four had been
waiting for his diploma since August of the previous year. Accelerated programs are on the wane, though, as the veterans become fewer
in number and as a c~nsequence of our abbreviated summer school that
started in June, 1948. It will cut in half the amount of work that
can be completed by our students during the summer months, and, in

addition, wc arc attempting to discourage our younger students from
entering into any kind of formal summer study for college credit.
Despite those difficulties and others, the year 1947-48 as
vitwcd fran my office and in retrospect seems to have flowed by with
only a few minor interruptions and with practically no major ones.
Such an untranmclcd course of events is naturally the result of hard
.work performed without fanfare by many people. A credit line here
for each person who deserves credit would necessitate a reproduction
of the Faculty and Administration roster as published in the College
Catalogue. My colleagues have been shouldering heavy loads for so
many months that I fear we somct.imcs take their efforts for granted.
Finally, I cannot refrain fran calling particular attention to the
untirina and capable assistance that I have received throughout the
year from Dean J. C. Clarke.
ENR>LLMENT AND REGISTRATION IN CDJRSES

Last year saw another climb in our enrollment to a new record
for Trinity College which will probably be broken next year. The
upward trend continues and will continue, I judge, for at least one
more year. In Scptcmcr, 1947 we counted a student body of 881 men,
including 6 Graduate Students; 188 Seniors; 162 Juniors; 272 SophomoresJ 23S Freshmen; and 18 Special Students. · Compared with the
figures for the last five years, the enrollment in 1947-48 marks -the
new high point in t~c pole vault of post-war registrations:
Septeaber

1946-47
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enrollaeat.
•

9• 11/t

~

---nr•

6-71/t

Another classification of the student body in 1947-48 shows the
choice of major s~bjcct of the upperclassmen. The Faculty was concerned at o~c t~e durin.g the year because of the 1 argc number of
students registered in the General Arts curriculum, but one must
consider that 79 of the 116 men in that course of study we re Sophomores who for the most part chose to delay for one year their selection of a major. Since the average Sophomore in General Arts takes
at least two courses in different fields that could eventually
become his. chief interest, there is really no need for him to designate his final choice until the end of the year when he is more
certain about his preference.:
In my opinion, we should be more disturbed perhaps by the relatively high proportions registered in Chemistry, F.ngincering, aad
Pre-Medicine. Our courses in those fields arc overcrowded and there
is little that can be done at present to expand our facilities for
giving instruction in the laboratory sciences. I have been conferring with the departments involved to help establish a control of
t~c number of students that can be allowed to continue as science
2

majors at the end of both the Freshman and the Sophomore years. It
happens all too often that young men embark blithely on a course of
study for which they have little aptitude but which seems to them to
carry a high degree of social prestige, or it may be that the parents
of a studc~t insist upon his taking work that will prepare him for
some particular profession even though thc · you~g .man himself realizes that he cannot succeed in the highly competitive -field into
which he is forced • . In any event, I find that unfortunate choices
arc made quite frequently in the sciences and engineering subjects,
and unless we m~nagc to remedy the error at a relatively early 2~int
in a student's academic career, we have problems eventually regarding the eligibility ofourmcn for admission to professional schools,
and we also find it virtually impossible to arrange a suitable curriculum for the men who realize too late that they have made a mistake by remaining in the science fields.

CLASSIFICATION OF ,STIJDENTS BY MAJOR SUBJECT
B. A. CURR I OJI.A.

Claaaical Lanauaaca

2
101
31
2·
116
S2
3
6
11
12

Economic•
&1liab
Fine Art•
General Arta
Hiatory
Modern Lanauaaca
M\laic
Philosophy
Paycholol)'
lbtal in I.A. _ Oarricula

343
B. S. aJRRlaLA

Bioloff
Qcaiatr)'
En1ineerin1
General Science
Gcolol)'
Mathematics
Phyaics
Pre-Medical
Total-in ,B. S. Oarricula

1
39
74

60
6

4

12
83

279

:us

Frcslncn

Graduate Students
Special Students

m'
11

It could be said that the table just given shows the courses
that our students would be taking if they had completely free
hand. However, we do not have a system of . free electives, and I
hasten to add "fortunately" to that statement. Our qualitative
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degree requirements bring about a p-at tern oi registration that is
indicated by the following data. The figures are percentages calculated on the basis of student semester-hours for the academic year
1947-48, including the summer school.
For comparison, the corresponding percentages for the previous year and for a group of prewar years are given also.

RB:;ISTRATIOJ IN DEPAR'IMENTS Bf Pm.Cl!Nl'AGES
Subject
193f-41 incl.
Astronomy
0.1
Biololf
3-1 .
Otem.istry
•• 3
Classical Lana••
CiYil.
3-6
Econ011ics
J. 8
Education
1.S
F.ngineerin1
l• 8
F.naliah
12.9
Fine Arta
1. 6
Geolo11
2.9
German
7.9
History & GoYemment
10. 1
Linguistics
2- 2
Mathematics
Music
0.7
Philosophy
S• 6
Phyaics
s. s
Physiology and Hyaiene 2- 2
Psychololf
J. 6
Readin1 Course
o.6
Religion
o.s
Romance Languaae•
7.0

1946-47

3- 4
6-1

•

,

1. 2
9.0
2- 0
3.S
12-6
2.S
2.S
2,9
12. 2
1. 6
•• 7
1.S
s. 7

..

o.s

3. 8
7. 3
2- 7
•• 8
1.S
3. 2

o. 3
0.3

10. 8
1.S
2.4
2-4
13. 1
1. 0
6-7
1. 4
J. 8
7. 3
1-1
4-4
0-1
0.3

...l:.l

..ll:..i

s.,

1. 8
6-6

ioo.o

!!+Z:.41

100. 0

100. 0

Although there were only three students listed as majors in
Modern Languages, 13. 4-,, of the total registration last year was in
the Romance Language course. Next year the percentage will be
somewhat higher, no doubt, since we have added Spanish and Italian
to the languages that may be taken to meet our degree requirement in
foreign languages. On the one hand, the Romance Language enrollment
has grown at the expense of German, as one sees by glancing at the
the pre-war percentages, but the real reason for the high proportion
of registration in French and Spanish is our current practice of
teaching courses in those subjects as double courses meetine six
times a week, so that many students are receiving twelve semeste1·hours per year (forty per cent of their total credit for the year)
in language work. It must be remembered, however, that the six hour
courses have been in existence for only a short time. Eventually,
in a year or two, the backlog of upperclassmen who have not yet
completed their language requirement will be exhausted and the
4

registration in French and Spanish will shrink in consequence by
several per cent. In the meantime, the intensive courses in language
are producing very gratifying results from a pedagogical point of
view. We should be loath to give up the experiment, even though we
prefer to have a smal-ler number of students in our language classrooms.
For the record my report includes annually a tabulation of the
numbers of students who were registered in the various courses
taught during the previous academic year. The following figures
show the registration for 1947-48:

B.iolo11
B.ielo11
B.iolo11
Biolo11
Biolo11

Oiri • tmas

Suaaer School
a!!!! f •••
l•t f wk ••
18
17

"'211£11
A• tronomy

Term

17

A
1
2
3

111
S7
19
4
10

100
SI
17

37
6S
60

30

38
72
64
40

u

u

19

46

39

u

14
39
11
2

4

Oiemi • try
Oiemistry
Oieaiatry
Oiemiatry
Oiealatry
Oieniatry
Oieai atry
Oiem.i atry
Qeaiatry
Oiemiatry
Cleai • try

1-2
2
3a
4
6
7a
I
!Ob
11
12

Claaa. CiTil. 1
Claaa. Cidl. 2
Econoaica
Econoaic •
Ec-onoaic •
Econoaica
Economic•
Econoaica
Econoai ca
Econoaica
Econcaica

1
2
3
4a
S
7a
lb
10

Education
Education
F.ducation
Education

20
21
22
24

21
23

18

s

13
2
6S

38

3S
104

207
36
S7
24
11
14

62

6a

41
47

Trinity
~

s

10

S9
36
221
33

ss

13
14
19

17

u

10
12

6S

11
22
2S
17

s

11
23

19

O,urse
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Enaineering
Engineering
Pngineering
F.ngineering
Engineering
F.ngineerina
Engineer ina
li.naineering
Engineering

Enalish
Engli ah
English
English
English
English
English
English
English
English
English
English
F.nalish
English
F.nglish
English

Fine
Fine
Fine
Fine

Geology
Geology
Geoloa,
Geoloa,
Geology
Geoloa,

13

18
12

~

19
34

9a

11
28
20

10
11•
llb

13
H
13
23
39
24
11

lH
46
33
16
7
33
Bl
21

A:-14- 2
24

16

C

D
1
3
J
6•
8

Trinity

Tenn
63
4J

A

B

Otristmas

S6
H

Ir 14- 1

199
43
29
13
11

40
1~
19
3

13

9

1 lb
13•
14
H

Arts
Arts
Arts
Arts

French
French
French
French
French

Su.ier School
1st J wl:s. )Id J wks.
1•
lb
3•
4b
J
6b
7
Sb

27

1
3

26
17

20
H

2S

14

18

H

119

121
4

s

1

42

2

6J
20

38
66
20

14

13

1
2
3b
4•
Ja
6•

34
24

16
39
38

A
B

3
4
7

3J
18

106
179

133
7.
17

72
23
32
3

271
120

7
14

74
21
14

s

14
3

14

6

2

SW1111er School
lat S ••• 2nd s •••
I•
14
23
24

O,uree
Geraan 1
German 2
German 3
German 6

47
49
9
2

13
9

Greek 1
Greek 2a
Gre'ek 3a

History
HiatorJ
History
Hlatory
Hlato.r 1
Hlator1
History
Hiator1
History
History
Hlatol'J'
Hiatorv
History
Blatol"f
History
Bi•tor1
History
Bi•tor1
Hiator1

Olriscmu
Tera

1
2
3
S
6a
7
I
10
11
13
14
16
17a
lib
21
22a
23•
24a
21b

220
41

12

99

30
3S
11
16
10
13

73
40
Jl

63

u
7
s

30

--n43
9
2

6
3

217
.19
91
21
17
16
I
11

9
9

11

10

10
10

s

31
14
31

22

H,aiene lb

Italian 1

11

Latin 1
Latin 2
Latin 3

6
10

4

lT
1
2
3
4b
Ja

s

9

100

Linpiatica 1

Matheaatica
Mathc• atlce
Mathematica
Matheaatica
Matheaati c•
Mathematics

Trinit1
Tera

11

39

26
19

26

s

100
121
90
34

96

97
69
I
16

9

72
7
7

Maaic 1
llaaic 2
llaaic 3

7

60
I
7

Course
Philosophy
Philosophy
P~losophy
Philosophy
Philoeophy
Philosophy
Philosophy
Philosophy
Philosophy
Philosophy
Pbiloeophy

lat f
3•
3b
4•
4b
12.
13b
14

Sulllller School
us.
J wks,

44

aed

u

Physics/.
Physics 1
.Physics 2
Physics 3
Physics 4
Physics S
Physics 10

21

3S

1•
S
6
7•
7b
7b Lab.
8a
lb
9a

43
S9
97

s

43

Physiolo11 1
Phys1olo11 2
Physiology 4

Psycl,01011
Psycholo11
Psychology
Psycholo11
Psychology
Psycholo11
· Psy~olo11
Psychology
Psycholo1y

Iem
u

4
21
21

U
16
17b
18

Oiristmas

69

Trinity

:.I!.!L.
24

41
90
27

s

19
23
11

J

21
131
19
~4
11
13
21

39
121
77
23
9
ll
24

33
11
7

29
10

74
6
2S

33
6
23

s

44

39
16
43
43

23
43

11

Readina Course

10

9

Relipon

11

14

24
27

13
22

Spanish 1
Spanish 2

22
10

23
11

The records of the Dean's Office and the Registrar have been
filed for many yea1·s in Willi ams Memorial under conditions that might
have caused a most embarrassing problem for the College if an intense
fire had broken out in the offices. Primary records and secondary
records have been preserved almost side by side, and might have been
destroyed c9111pletely in one localized conflagration. The loss, of
course, would have been irre~arable. Lack of space has prevented us
from moving our primary records to another part of the caq,us but we
8

have had microfilm reproductions made recently of all the student
record cards in our files. The microfilm ls kept in the Chapel safe
and new duplicates are to be added to the store every year as new
records accumulate in the Dean's Office.
During the last year we have also made a sweeping change in the
forms used to record current information about the student body. A
new filing system is in use and is already proving to be much more
efficient than our previous methods. With the growth of our enrollment to a point almost double the pre-war figures, the Dean's Office
has been called on constantly for statistical information that could
be provided ordinarily only by a staff far larger than the one at
our disposal. Our -renovated system for registering data about our
students should be of material assistance in enabling us to keep
abreast of the increased demanrl for transcripts and statistics of
all sorts.
DEGREES, SCHOLARSHIPS, AND FFLLOWSHIPS

In all, and including honorary awards, the names of 266 recipients of Trinity degrees were added to the alumni rolls of the
College. At a special Convocation on Ma.y 16, 1948, marking the
12Sth Anniversary of the founding of Trinity College, at the Open
Air Service on June 20, 1948, and at the 122nd Commencement on
June 21, 1948, degrees were conferred. All degrees in course, numbering 2S4, were granted at the June Commencement as follows: Bachelor of Arts, 117; Bachelor of Science, 130; Master of Arts, 16;
and Master of Science, 1. The degrees awarded honon.s causa at the
three services were:
Master of Arts, 1; Master of Science, 2;
Doctor of Letters, 1; Doctor of Laws, 3; and Doctor of Divinity, s.
Careful attention was paid to requests for permission to receive
degrees in absentia and, upon your recomme-ndation, the Trust~es
approved the granting of 8 degrees in course to young men who were
unable to be present at the Commencement Exercises.
Grants-in-aid to Trinity students in 1947-48 amounted to a
total of $2S,241.SS. This included specifically the following items:
Scholarships, $19,S96.SS; prizes, $1,170.00; fellowships, $2,000.00
and loans, $2,47S.00. In every respect, our endowed funds were
adequate to meet the Justifiable requests of our students· for financial assistance. l · wish it were possible to foresee a similar situation continuing in the years to come. Unfortunately, it is virtually certain that the already noticeahle decrease in the number of
students receiving aid from the federal government under the terms
of the G. I. Bill will be paralleled year after ye.ar by a corresponding increase in demands , for scholarships from the College. Last
year only 8i of our students held scholarships. No matter how we
define "normal" in planning for the future, we may be sure that our
"normal" proportion of deserving applicants for scholars hip aid will
be far higher than the current figure. By no means do I wish to ·
minimize the importance of the additions to our scholarship funds
9

under your presidency, but I do believe that it is proper to point
out here that the problem is grave and persistent and that it will
require constant attention for many of the years that lie ahead of
u~ Indeed, I am inclined to venture the guess that a very considerable increase in our endowed scholarships is one of the two or three
needs really vital to the College.
A less important yet perennial and perplexing problem grows out
of the distribution of our scholarship funds which include income
from bequests that ~ere given to help students preparing for the
Ministry of the Episcopal Church. I am sorry to report that we have
Q-nce again failed to expend all the sums available for that purpose.
The reason is simple. We did not have a sufficient number of qualified applicants. That situation must be remedied in the future. We
shall have to try to use up all the income from ministerial funds if
we are going to get the most out of our endowment for scholarships.

GRADES AND ACADEMIC RECORDS
The average of all the grades received by Trinity students last
year was 76.J per cent. Thac represents a slight decrease from the
all time high point of 76.6 reached during the preceding year. To
be sure, the veteran enrollment at the College decreased also from
603 men to 524, which is to say that five-eights of our stuaents
were veterans in 1947-48 as compared with three-quatters the year
before. There is no connection between the disappearance of the
veterans and the almost negligible shrinking of the grade average,
however, since the average for v~terans was also slightly lower than
the figure for 1946-47. As a matter of fact, it could be said that
the caliber of work in the College remained stable and at an unusually high figure. The average of all Trinity grades as recorded
during the last twenty-five years is 7-4.6 per cent. Quite properly
we make no attempt to force our instructors to mark "on a curve",
but I shall be surprised if the grade average during the next few
years does not drop to a figure closer to our twenty-five year
average. For the past five years the figures have been as foll~ws:
Grades in per cent

1943-44

1944-45

1945-46

73.2

74. 2

75. 9

1946-47
76.6

1947-48
76.3

Distinctions between the various components of the student body
show these results:
Veterans ........•.... 77. 0o/o
Non-Veterans ......... 74.7

Resident ..•....•...• 74-4'J,
Non-Resident ..•••..• 7s. 2

Freshmen ............. 73. 9
Upperclassmen ........ 77. 1

Married. ·.•.......•.. 79. 0
Single .....•...••••. 76.0

Fraternities .•....... 73. 6
Neutral Body........• 77. 8
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The scores for the categories just given are not at all unusual; indeed, I do not remember a single year in which the winning
groups of last year failed to surpass the compiementary groups with
which they are compared. Nevertheless, for me it is a continuing
cause for concern that we fail to create in our residence halls and
in our fraternity houses an atmosphere that can stimulate scholarship and study as effectively as the spirit -that seems to prevail on
the average in the homes of the day students.
It may be that the
answer lies in home life and the constant influence of parental
supervision, yet I doubt that home influence amounts to more than a
secondary factor.
With some reluctance I am obliged to conclude
what I have always suspected, namely that with few exceptions social
life in college is bound to be at the expense of academic achievement. I dare say that many of my colleagues accept that statement
as an axiom, although I have become convinced only by degrees, and I
am certainly not ready to suggest that we discourage social activities on our campus. They play too important a part in the molding
of the whole man. •The student whose average grade is that of the
fraternity group may well be gaining more from his undergraduate
career than the young man whose average grade is higher by several
per cent. On the whole, however, I think we have reached a point
where we are justified in asking our fraternities to reexamine carefully their aims and methods and to reorient their thinking about
the main business of college.
Dean's Llst averages of 85,, or better were obtained by 79 men at·
the end of the Christmas Term and by 103 students at the end of the
Trinity Term. Of the 103 honor students in June, 39 were Seniors who
graduated, leaving 64 men with Dean's List privileges in the first
term of the coming academic year. Under the new rules of the local
chapter, 14 Sen,.i.ors were eJected to membership in Phi Beta Kappa.
On the other side of the picture, 31 students were required to
withdraw from College in February because of poor academic records
and 11 additional required withdrawals occurred in June, making a
total of 44 for the academic year. 46 men were put on probation in
February and 23 in June. Actually, these figures repre?ent an unusually small percentage of academic difficulties in our student
body. Despite the attempts of our Administration Committee to consider each individual case for extenuating circumstances and to
adhere closely to wel.l defined rules with regard to scholastic failures, one hears regularly at the end of every term on our campus,
and I dare say on almost every campus, conflicting statements to the
effect that the most recent action of the faculty concerning academic delinquency has reached a new high or a new low point, depending upon the educational philosophy of the observer. There was no
extraordinary discussion of the matter during the past year, of
course, and the re was no cause cl le bre to arouse particular interest.
For that very reason, it occurs to me that I should incorporate in
this report certain data that I have compiled recently, and I call
your attention to the following comparison of scholastic deficien-
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cies in 19S7-48, 1946-47, and in a composite group of years representing more or less normal procedures:

PERCENI'AQ: OF S'lUDl!NTS 00 PlllBATIOif AND REWIRED 10 WlllD:RAW

~
Prob.
Req.Wtdr.

s.s

Q!r ls~•! ~!:!I!
All Students
YE2erclaa1

!!£:.il

~

s.s

6.4

S.3
2.6 ·

S.4
3'.6

7.7
s. 8

3.3
1.1

Prob.
14.8
Req, Wtdr. 6. I

S.2
2.3

7.3
4.8
2.6
2.0
1930-31 to 194S- 46 incl.
1.6
10. 2
S.6
3.9

Prob.
Req, Wtdr.

1.4

!lli:!l

Irini~I Term
Yeeerciasa

All Student •

1. I
1. 3

2. 7
i. 3

2.3
1.3

3.9
1. S

2.4
1. 3

s.o
2.1

If anything, we have been well below the nerage during the
last two years, which is natural enough, since we have seen an exceptionally earnest student body and unusually high grades during
that time. I am satisfied that we have not gone out of line in
. evaluating the cases that require disciplinary action.
·
What does not satisfy me, however, is the regularly occuring
situation in which we take disciplinary action with regard to men
who have not .received sufficient advance warning or who have received no warning at all. That does happen when our present rules
are applied and it happens all too often. Last fall I pointed out
to the Administration Committee the unfairness of confronting students and their parents with what amounts to a Jait accompli after
the grades are turned in at the end of a term. The qnfairness, of
course, occurs when the student and his parents have not been notified .of the possible consequences of scholastic failure; in fact, it
is sometimes true ·that a student is passing all of his work with a C
average in November only to fail out of College in January. The
solution arrived at after the Committee discussed the matter was to
increase the number of warning letters sent out in November to cover
all students who might, by any stretch of the imagination, receive
failing grades at the end df the term. The Committee did not stretch
its imagination far enough, however. We sent out 3'43 warn.ing letters
-- 266 of them were unnecessary, as it turned out -- and we also
sent letters to the parents of the young men involved in addition
to arranging special interviews for each of the students who had
been placed on general warning. In spite of our assiduousness in
issuing warnings right and left to forty per cent of the student
body, we found in January that in accordance with the letter of the
law, disciplinary action was re qui red in the cases of several young
men who had not been warned in November. Furthermore, we had managed to alarm unnecessarily the parents of a couple hundred students.
We _had set bear traps to catch rabbits and we didn't catch all of
the rabbi ts •.
12

It seems to me that we should wipe our slate clean and make a
fresh start in attempting to decide who should stay in College and
who should be required to leave. On the one hand, .I want to recommend to our Administration Committee that no student be "flunked
out" unless h.e has previously been placed on probation and, at the
same time, I shall suggest that we put more teeth in our rules about
probation.
I note that Webster defines the word as "a status of
trial for deficient or culpable students, usually marked by certain
penalties", and I think I can see how the word ~usually" got into
the definition. At present, our "first probation" carries almost no
penalties and a student is required to withdraw only when he is put
on probation for the third time, although it is true of course that
he may fail out of College at any time by passing less than 9 semester-hours of work.
I think we should require withdrawal when a
second probation ls received, but that we should not require a
student t"o withdraw unless he has been on probation during the preceding term.

STIJDENT ACTIVITIES AND FRATERNITIES
A spontaneous burgeoning of a number of new organizations
characterized the academic year just ended. Some of them were shortlived, being either experimenis or the results of whimsey. Others
seemed to meet a real need and will continue to exist next year.
The old and well established activities, furthermore, attr.acted new
members and flourished to greater extent, I be_lieve, than at any
time since pre•war days. At least there were ample opportunities
for all our students to enter into a variety of extra-curricular
organizations. It was not necessary to nurture the various activities, although it was sometimes difficult to find properly qualified
advise rs in all the fields th at aroused the in te rest of groups of
students.
The major dances sponsored by the three upper classes were
successful affair$ from the point of view of the student body. The
Jesters presented a repertory that was unusually large because of
the experience gained by them in summer stock during the vacation
period. The Tripod, the Ivy, and the Review had their usual problems, but appeared regularly" so that any student who felt an urge
to write for pubiication had a chance to do so. The results, some
of them quite creditable, are on file among the Trinitians of the
College Library. We have not preserved the programs that went out
into the night air of the campus from WR.TC, although some of the
features, particularly in the early evening hours, were done very
well and provided a valuable experience for those who helped to
create them. Even "Music to Study by" had its .aficionados, I am
told.
The College Senate, under the leadership of Mr. E. T. Faber,
evinced a willingness to accept responsibiljties and a considerable
ingenuity in dealing with the problems of student life. Some prog13

ress was made tow~rd our goal of increasing the scope of student
government to the point of autonomy. The Senate devoted much thought
to ways and means of improving conditions in our residence halls and
presented a plan for an Interdormitory Council to the student body.
It has not yet been adopted although it will be discussed further in
the fall.
The Interfraternity Council was also active and helpful. A new
constitution was drawn up and approved, including among other features the membership on the Council of an alumnus from each fraternity chapter. I am glad to report that the Interfraternity Council
has been showing a wholesome interest in all matters that pertain to
fraternity life instead of limiting itself to rushing rules, as was
the case only a few years ago. According to the new constitution,
the Council may exercise authority with regard to the conduct of
social affairs at the several fraternity houses. The use of such
powers will constitute another ste~ toward the student government
that we want to establish at Trinity.
After discussing our local problems with representatives of a
dozen national fraternities, I was impressed by the flexibility and
appropriateness of the expansion plans of Theta Xi as far as Trinity
was concerned. Their system of founding a colony at once on our
campus and strengtherting it gradually into a full-fledged chapter
seemed to adapt itself readily to our needs. It is a pleasure to
report that our Interfraternity Council expressed a favorable opinion of the proposal to add Theta Xi to the fraternities at TTinity.
The local colony was installed during the winter and now occupies a
club room in Seabury Hall, although the young men chosen as members
hope to be able to move to a house near the campus within a few
years. It is certain that the addition of Theta Xi to our fraternities is helping to alleviate the unfortunate situation in which
many fine young men found it impossible to join a fraternity because
of the limitations imposed by the physical ~ize of the houses already in use. As a matter of fact, an ideal solution of the problem
will call for the establishing of at least one more fraternity
chapter at Trinity.
The Fraternity Scholarship Cup was won for the second year in a
row by the Sigma Chapter of Delta Phi. It is disappointing to observe that not one of the fraternities on our campus had an average
grade as high as the average for all the undergraduates. The results
of the cup competition are shown in the following table:
Av. 1rade ln per cent
76,1
7S. 1
74,8

Delta Ph.i
Alpha Oil Rho
Delta Pel
Theta Xi
Alpha Delta Phl
Pal q>allon

74,4

74,1
72,S
Sip•~
72.0
Delta Kappa ~•Hon
71. S
All
Fraternl
ty
(7 3. 6)
Whole Colleae (76.3)
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As is customary, I append herewith and commend to you the reports of the Veterans Counselor, the Director of Placement, and the
Di rector of Physic al Education.
REPORT OF

nrn

VETERANS COUNSELOR

During the academic year 1947-48, this office served the following numbers of veterans in the divisions indicated below:
Under1rachlate1
Extension
Grachlate
Special

'lbtala

~

~
37
1•

483
202

u

!:l
1

216

--

~

702

SI

Total
S21

u
-1.
7H

The fonnal re-entry of upperclassmen, and the original entry of
f reshnen, to the provisions of PL 346 was accomplished last September
by having a concurrent VA registration operating in groups of 2S
along with the college registration procedure. This arrangement was
a very great improvement over the prev i ous mass registrations because it handled registration matters expeditiously in small groups,
made unnecessary the interruption of classes and obviated the necessity for subsequent recalling of students. This office is indebted to Dean Clarke and Mr. Holland for having permitted the incorporation of this feature into their respective registration procedures.
Subsistence checks were again delayed at the beginning of the
academic year and it became necessary to reinstitute the Veterans'
Loan Fund. During the year students have borrowed $1710 from the
fund. That all loans have been repaid to the fund by the borrowers
n·ot only indicates the respect with which the fund is held by the
students but it also indicates the appreciation of the students as
to what the fund is for and the realization that it can continue
only so long as it receives their cooperation.
During the year two major meetings of New &gland colleges and
universities have been held with the VA at Harvard University.
These meetings are always lengthy and often very critical of the
VA's seemingly habitual inability to consider the viewpoint of the
college. This is particularly tr~e of the VA in its relations with
the liberal arts college whose functioning toward that goal is so
frequently misunderstood by the VA officials, especially those in
regional offices. In this connection Trinity has indeed been most
fortunate. For after a period of relationships running from unsatisfactory to acceqtable at the beginning of the year, two fortunate personnel changes in the Hartford office brought us in touch
with two officers who have given this college every cooperation and
consideration possible. They have handled all problems referred to
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them in an expeditious manner and their every act on our behalf has
been characterized by courtesy, tact and consideration.
For a
service which has made the work of this o·ff ice much smoother and infinitely more pleasant I should like to commend to your attention
Mr. William R. Regan in the Division of Registration and Research
and Mr • .Edward F. Forester in the Division of Rehabilitation.
A major problem which confronted this office last year was the
matter of students desiring to change curriculum with a consequent
change in the . degree to be received. Even with PL 346 students this
was impossible without pennission of the VA, such permission being
given only after testing, interviewing and recommendation at the
Hartford VA office. Several disapprovals of change of educational
objective last year led to extended correspondence with the ultimate
result being that the recommendation of the college prevailed.
Realizing that changes of objective were likely to increase and
bearing in mind the difficulty which had been experienced in trying
to present the viewpoint of the liberal arts college in such matters,
this office made a direct request to be allowed to approve curriculum changes without subsequent approval by the Guidance Division
being required. The request was met with hesitance, the division
seeming, and perhaps naturally, demurring at giving up one of its
cherished prerogatives. However, a thorough investigation of the
procedure employed at Trinity in permitting a student to change from
one curriculum to another (B.S. to A.B., etc.) was made by the VA
with the result t~at permission was delegated to this office to
approve such changes without referring the matter to the Hartford
office. During the latter part of the year other institutions in
Connecticut were given this permission, but it is a matter of some
pride to realize that for a good part of the year Trinity was the
only college in Connecticut permitted to exercise such authority.
It is quite
T·rini ty has been
however, depends
admissions policy

possible that the peak of veteran enrollment at
passed with the academic year just closed. Much,
upon the operation of the new draft law and the
which this might bring about.

It is felt that the effect of having veterans at Trinity has
been notably good. They have not maintained themselves as a separate
bloc but have become integrated into the college community. They
have not sought any special privileges, nor have they been granted
any.

No veterans' organization exists on t&e campus, the veterans
themselves feeling that since matters which concerned them were
being handled satisfactorily such an organization would merely be
socially divisive and would therefore serve merely to break up the
integration whi~h had already been accomplisher.
Instances of extreme maladjustment have been rare and, upon
being discovered, have been handled expeditiously, but quietly.
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As students, many of the veterans have won faculty esteem for
their balance, poise, maturity of 'judgement and scholarliness. In
this respect it would not be difficult to point out cases of veterans
who, having turned in a poor, performance before their entry into
service, after separation returned to Trinity and turned in an academic performance sufficient to merit honor and commendation.
With respect to the veteran at Trinity it can unhesitatingly be
said that no peculiar and troublesome institutional or administrative problems have developed from the presence of veterans on this
campus. Thus the comroon concern displayed so widely by the public
over "the returning veteran" anOlhis ability to readjust himself has
found no reality on the Trinity campus.
In September 1947 the Kuder Preference Test was given to 225
Freshmen. During the year approximately SO Kuder tests were administered to upperclassmen, Juniors and Seniors who had had no previous
opportunity to take the test. The Kuder test has functioned very
well and it is planned to use it next year, supplementing it with
the Strong Test for those few cases which do not respond clearly to
the Kuder test.
Although the same method of interviewing followed by a preparation of a "Report of Tests" was employed this year, it was found
that so many students, freslvnen and upperclassmen alike, made voluntary appointments for analysis of the tests that the plan employed
last year of taking the freshmen class on an alphabetical basis was
abandoned and only th:>se who desired a conference were scheduled for
appointments. Even so, there were more calls for appointments than
there were opportunities to take care of them. Nevertheless, it is
felt that the time spent on those wishing help was more fruitfully
spent than by scheduling every freshman whether he desired the service -or not. The plan of voluntary appointments whether for freshmen
or uppe rel assmen will be used in the coming year.

J. E. CANDELET
Veterans Counselor
REPORT OF nm PLACEMENT DI REcrog

;
The past academic term wa.s another propitious year for those
seniors entering the field of employment. Companies were again
looking for recent graduates, and the average senior experienced
little difficulty in receiving an offer of employment. To be sure,
there were some fields, such as personnel; advertising and industrial
production, which did not provide as· many ppenings as in the prior
year. But on the whole, there were ample opportunities for the '48
graduate.
One hundred seventy-nine (179) seniors of the January, June and
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August graduating group registered with the Placement Offloe. As of
September 1, 82 seniors have been placed in employment, 62 have been
accepted at graduate schools, and of the remaining 3S, offers are
outstanding to some for employment and approximately 1S are still
awaiting word from graduate schools.
Seventy-two (72} alumni registered with .the Placement Office
during the past year. Referrals to 309 companies were made for
these registrants, 2S offers were received and 23 alumni were placed
by this . office.
Regarding part-time ,and .summer employmen.t for students, 299
students registered for employment, S2S referrals were made and 264
students were known to be placed.
On the premise that vocational counseling is the most . important
function of T~inity's Placement Office, strong emphasis was placed
on this phase during the past year. One thousand four hundred
ninety-five personal interviews were held with students by the
Placement Director, and 18 Career Counseling meetings with guest
speakers from various fields of business and professions wer·e held
on campus. Attendance· at these meetings numbered: 194. The meeting
which attracted the largest attendance was the one at which Mr.
Andrew B. Foster, Ass't. Chief, Division of British Commonwealth
Affairs of the s·tate Department,discussed the diplo~-~tic ·servic·p.
It is hoped that this Career Counseling series, in future years,
will attract a larger attendance of students, esp~cially those men
in the sophomore and junior classes.
During the past term the Placement Director was able to make
one field trip to the New York area and personally contacted 19
companies outside of the local Greater Hartford area. Forty-seven
(47) companies held S10 interviews on campus. These companies
issued 176 invitations for follow-up interviews and made 74 offers.
Two hundred seYenty-six (276) referral~ w~re made to non-campus
recruiting companies. Two hundred sixty-nine (269} companies were
cont.acted by the Placement Off ice through personal visits and correspondence, and 1,009 letters were written regarding placement of
graduates. The average senior received approximately 3 offers of
employment. Salaries ranged fTom $1,8QO to $3,700, and the average
salary offered for the past year was approximately $2,600.
JOHN F.

BUTLER

Director of Placement
REPORT OF THE DIRECl'OR OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION

This past year the athletic program at Trinity College developed more interest for students and sport fans than any year in the
history of the college. In the fall the varsity football team was
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undefeated until its final game and with Wesleyan undefeated for two
full years, the demand for tickets for this game far exceeded the
supply. Nine thousand people were admitted to the field, by far the
largest crowd ever to witness the historic Trinity•Wesleyan game.
Wesleyan extended her winning streak with a two touchdown victory,
13-0
The winter season saw the interest continue and

the Holy Cross,

Yale and Wesleyan games played in the State Armory building were

attended by the largest crowds in Trinity's basketball history. The
basketba.11 team s'howcd a record of eleven victories against six
defeats. Capt. F.dward Faber brought consid~rable distinction to the
college by being selected on the mythical All-New England first team
and was chosen to play on the East team in the annual East-West game
played in Madison Square Garden.
The swimming team, although not up to its usual standard, won
three meets while losing four. The freshmen swimmers show much
promise and therefore prospects in this sport for the 1948-49 season
seem good.
The baseball team, playing a very difficult schedule, won six
games and lost eight with four games cancelled because of rain. In
this sport, just as in basketball, some of the larger colleges were
played, the team performing very ably as is shown by the close
scores of 1-2 against the Navy and 6-7 against Yale's fine team,
runner up in the National Collegiate baseball tournament. Trinity
won twice in this sport over Wesleyan by S-3 and 1-0 scores. It was
a great disappointment that .the Commencement day game with Yale was
rfincd out.
The track team was below the usual standard losing all five
dual meets. Two new college records were set, however, as Capt.
John Noonan threw the discus 138 ft. 6 inches and the shot 43 ft.
7~ inches. The freshmen track team was undefeated in four meets
which offers hope of some improvement in the varsity group next
year.

Trinity's minor sport teams, cross country, squash, soccer and
tennis, although not showing impressive winning records created con~
sidcrable interest. Bruce Munro, the soccer and tennis coach,
deserves credit for developing this interest and it is with considerable regret that we must report that he will not be with us
next year. He has accepted a position as head coach of soccer at
Harvard.

Three other intercollegiate sports arc gradually taking shape
although still on an informal basis. Golf and dinghy racing claim
the attention of several of the student, and a new sport, fencing,
has also developed some student interest.
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The intra-mural athletic program was again successful with the
coveted Alumni trophy being won by the Slgma Nu's. Plans are under
way to expand and revise the intra-mural program for next year
adding touch football and possibly golf to the list of sports.
The students and the athletic department are looking forward to
the 1948-49 athletic year with a great deal ~f anticipated pleasure
as the new field house will be ready in the fall. All home games in
basketball will be played on the college campus and the baseball and
track teams will have excellent facilities for the early season
practice.
In addition, this building will provide much needed
facilities for intra-mural sports and the required physical education program.
R. OOSTING

Director of Physical Education

The following is a list of the publications, research projects,
and public activities of our faculty for the academic year 1947-48:
DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY
T. IL Biseonnette, Profeseor
Olapter 13, "The Ferret" in "Care and Breedin1 of Laboratory Ani • als•, edited
by E. J. Farria. To be published by Wiley and Sona.
.fl,pointed a member of the exaainin1 co-ittee for • election of Wild Life Technicians
for the State of Connecticut.

J• Wendell Burier, Aseociate Profeaeor
"Some Data on Aortic Blood PreHure in the D>1f,hb, Sgualua acanthiu. 11

99:

114-

Anat. Rec.

1947

Oiairman, School of Jturaina ~ttee, Hartford lll>epital.
Director, Mt, Desert Iahnd Bioloaical Labor•cory.
R. W. Barrinaton, Jr., Instructor

"Th• Early Life History of the Bridled Shiner, Notropis bifrenatua (O>pe) •, O>peia,
1947, No. 2, pp, 97-10 2,
"The Breedina BehaTior of the Bridled Shiner, Notropia bifrenatua~, Copeia, 1947,
No. 3, PP• 116- 19 2
'Ubaerntiona on the Breedina Habi ta of the Yellow Perch, PS[GI fl IHIGCDI (Mitchill) •,
Copeia, 1947, ~. 3, PP• 199- ,no.
"The Life Cycle and Fertility of the Bridled Shiner, tmtrnpif bi fcm•tHft", The >aeric111
Midland Naturalist, 1941, Vol, 39, No, 1, pp. 83-92

DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY
S. B. Smith, Aseociate Profeaeor

"Ternary Systems. VIII. Potassium Iodate, Iodic Acid and Water."
,._erican Olcaical Society, Vol. 69, Oct. 1947, p. 22u.
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Journal of the

P. Cole, Inetructor
Lecture on the •ariecl opportunitie• in the indu • trial field for araduatee in
i•trJJ at the Ulinreity of Connecticut, March, 1948•

DEPARTMENT OF O.ASSICAL LANGUAGES
J.

~

Notopouloa, Profe • mr
"Foreiper• in the Atheni • n Jrphebe Lieu, and other F.piar • phical Note •".
Journal of Philolo11. In pre • e.
"SbelleJ' • Tranelation of the SJ11Poeiua." ChHical Weeltly. In preH.

American

DEPARTMENT OF ECXN>MICS
W. Towle, ProfeHor

"A Ou1pter of International Economic Cooperation: the International Trade Oraanization. • A new chapter to be included next fall in "International Trade and
C:C-ercial Policy." (pub. June, 1947 by Harper and Bro •.)

DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING
J• Lockwood, Profe • eor .
Arbitrator for Connecticut State Labor Department
Consaltant for Vulcm Radiator QJlllpany of Hartford

DEPAR'lltfENT OF ENGLISH
11. S. Allen, Profe • eor
Se•eral public lecture • in Hartford, includina one on "Word • are a Very Fanta• tical
Banquet," The Town and . County Club, Jan., 1948• A part of thi• wa • also repeated for the Trinity Radio Proar• in Feb., 1948.
Addreee, on Thoreau•• "Walden", at the New F.naland Section of the College F.ngli • h
A111ociation in &>eton, ()ct., 1947. Publi • hed in the "New• Letter of the C. E. ~,"
I~ t, Dec., 1947.
Re•iew• - between 30 and 40 - of book • of literary or critical •alue in the Hartford
Courant &>ok Section and "on the editorial page.
T. L &>od, Aaeociate Profe • aor
·
"Browning and Blae, 11 The Trinity _Re•iew, Vol. II, No. 2, March, 1941, pp. 42-J0.

L W. Caaeron, Aaaietant Profeeeor
O,ntinued progreH on a projected two--wolW1e work, to be entitled "Emereon• s Apprenticeehip."
Proare • e on a euppleaentary YOluae of etudiee in John Heywood, • ixteenth century
dr•atiet.
Lenten O,uree thi• year: "Modern Man in the Wa• tel • nd."

'

R. II. Willi••• Aeai • tant Profeaeor
"John :O,er, the Poet, as Farmer," Ap-icultural Hi • tory, July, 1941• Talk at the
Springfield F.nalish Conference, Sprinafield College, Aprll, 1941, on the propoeed
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(R. M. Willi••, Aa • i • tant Profe• .,r - continued)
11:>nor• Sy•t• at Trinity O,llep.
ProgreH on a bioaraphy of the poet John Dyer and one of the corre • pondence• for the
Yale Edition of the O>rre• pondence of 11:>race Walpole.
R. M. Vopl, Aa • i • tant Profe•• or
11Colleae• and the 1-\ature, • Journal of General Education, June, 1948.
Radio talk •:
111K, Trinity Collea• of the Air, April, 19485 111K, Hillyer Colleae
Proar•, May, 19415 wax:, Connecticut Fonua of the Air, llay, 1948•
Olairman of Hartford chapter and meaber of • tate. e:ii:ecutin council of United World
Federaliat ••
Al • o talk• on world go'HnuHDt at St•ford, Storr•, We • t Hartford,
and Hart ford.
ProareH on a book on lanpage and • eanina.

D. B. Ri • don, Jn • tructor
An inYe • tiaation of remedial readin1 in its pos • ible application to • tude~t• in
collep.

DEPAR'IMENT OF FINE ARTS
J• C. E. Taylor, Aaai • tant profe •• or
Contribl&ted a drawina to the 11 black and 11hite• euibition of the National Acad•y of
De• ip, New York.
Ole of • y paintina• receiTed an Honorable Mention at the <>,unquit (llaine),exhibition
la• t sumaer.
eo.pleted the coTer de • ip for Clarence Watter •' albua of recordina• of French Organ
Maaic.

Lecture to the Yount Adult • Qub, C'4n,re,ational C,.urch, We • t Hartford.
Lecture to the 11baen' s Club of Gla• tonbury.

DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY
E. L

Troxell, Profe•• or
Aa • ociation of American State Oeoloai • ta, President and • ember of the ExecutiTe
o-ittee.
$tate Oeoloaical and Natural History Suney: Di.rector and State Geoloaiat.
Pi C.-a 111, National Social Science 11:>nor Societn Vice Olancellor.
M•ber, Connecticut Land Use O-.ittee5 with the Denlopment c:o-iHion.
Various ~ications and reTien publi • hed.
"Ihe Role of a State Geoloaical Suney. • Paper read at a Yale aeetina.
Further 110rk on the • electina and installation of a • ei • 11101raph.

s. w.

Stone, In• tructor
Completed req11ireaents for the Ph.D. in Oeolo11 fro • Hanard e:ii:cept the the • is and
it • defense.

DEPARTMENT OF GOVERNMENT
L L
I

Barber, Jr., Assistant Profe•• or
Fbrtnightly aerie • of radio broadca• t • on gonrnaent, February, 1948, to June, 1948,
under the auspice • of the O>nnecticut Society D. A. R. ·
Member of • pecial sub~ittee, Hartford Charter o-ittee, to • urTey operation of
the new city charter.
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DEPARTMENT OF HI STORY
D. G. B. lbompaon, Aa • istant Profe • aor

ReYiew of "Men of Erie", E. Hunaerford, The New York Historical Society Qiarterly.
July, 1947•
Radio addre •• e• under au •pice• of Daughter • of American Revolution and U. S. Daughter • of 1812.
Elected Tru• tee of Finch Junior College, New York City.
Elected O>nrnor of the Society of the De• cendant • of the Founder • of Hartford.
R. Shaw, Aa • i • tant Profe •• or
Cbosen to Board of Di.rector•, Foreian Policy Aa • ociation, Hartford.
Cllo • en to editorial board, "Beta Theta Pi", national fraternity maaazine.
Deputy gonmor, Mayflower Society of Connecticut.
"Adam to Atma," appearing • erially in the "Military E.naineer" • ince May, 1948.
"London NaYal O:>nference of 1930 11 accepted by Fordh• University Pre•••
Annual • peaker at Haryard Bu • ine •• Alumni meetina, Hartford. Spoke also before
Society of Founder • of Hartford, Get-Together Club, Rotary, Lion •, ten or
twelve churche • and women'• club •, Women' • Leaaue for Peace and Freedom, on
D. A. R. radio proaram •, at the annual meetina of Foreip Policy A•• ociation
meabere, before five youna people's aroup •, Bulkeley Bish School Honor Society,
twice judge of local high • chool conteat •,
Book rniewe for Hartford Courant, military magazine • , The Cllurchman, The O:>aaonweal, Princeton AlWllli Weekly.
Re-elected tru • tee of RDllin• College and to the board of aovernors, Princeton Court
Club.
Vice-preaident of Hackley School AlUB\i Aaaociation.

DEPAR'IMENT OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIOOS
Sir Alfred Ziaaern, Vi • i ting Profe • -or
Qae • t • peaker at the 1naupration of the Pre • ident of the Uni•er • ity of Virainia,
October, 1947•
Addre •• at li:>nor• Day Exerci • e • at Brooklyn College, October, 1947•
AddreH to the National Peace Conference, ~e• York City, October, 1947•
Addres • to the Hartford Olapter of the Dauahter • of the American ReYOlution, October, 1947•
Lecture at the Ui.heraity of Connecticut, No•ember, 1947•
Lecture at Elaira Colleae, No•ember, 1947.
Lecture• at the Uninr • ity of Buffalo, No••ber, 1947•
Lecture at Clark Uni•er • lty, No••ber, 1947•
Lecture at the John• li:>pkin • Uii•er • ity, December, 1947•
Lecture at O>ucher O:>lleae, December, 1947•
Addre •• to member • of Cbrht Cburch Cathedral Men' s Club, December, 1947•
Lecture to li:>nor • O:>lleae, Wealeyan Uiinr • ity, January, 1948•
Addre •• to Doublets Club of Aayl1111 Hill O:>ngreaatiorial Church, January, 1948.
Lecture• at Connecticut State Teacher • O:>lleae, Ne• Britain, January, 1948•
Addre- • to RDtary Club, New Britain, January, 1948•
Broadca • t for the Dauahter• of the American lle'fOlutlon, January, 1941,
Addre- • to Tale O-aduate Club, New Ha•en, January, 1948.
Addre •• at Banquet of O,nference of Aa • ociation of Teacher • Collea••• Atlantic City,
Febnaary, 1941•
Addre- • to Polish In • titute of Art• and Sciencea, Ne• York City, February, 1948.
Addre •• to Leque of Women Voter •, .We • t Hartford, March, 1948•
Addre •- at Country Club, New Britain, March, lkrch, 1948•
Lecture at International Student • li:>uee, Washinaton, D.C., March, 1948°
Lecture at Conference on "The RDle of the O>llege • in Promotina Peace throuah International Under • tandina" at Sweet Briar 0>lle1e, March, 1948J reprinted in""Vital
Speeche •, 11 May, 1948.
Addre •• to Social Science Teacher • Aaaociation, Hartford, March, 1948.
Radio Addre •- at K.iwani • Club, New Britain, March, 1948•
AddreH to Wheaton O>lleae Allllllllae, Hartford, March, 1948•
Addres • to Chitan Club, Hartford, April, 1948•
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(Sir Alfred Zianern, Visitina Professor - continued)
Lecture to Oriental Club, Hartford Seminary Foundation, April, 1948.
Address to First Army Organb.ed Reserve Corps, Hartford, April, 1948•
Address to l!ngliah Speaking Union, Sprinafield, April, 1949.
Address to Political Science Club of Trinity o,lleae and Junior Branch of Foreign
Policy Association, Hartford, April, 1948•
Address to Parent Teachers Asaociation, Montclair, N. J., April, 1949 ..
.Address to Senior Class and Visltina Debating Teams, u. S. Military Academy, April,
1948Sermon at Pomfret School, May, 1948•
Address to Assembly, Hartford High Scheol, May, 1948•
Address to Scrooby Club, Asylum Hill Cbngreaational Oturch, May, 1948• '
Speech at the annual dinner of the Descendants of the Founders of Hartford, May,
1948.
Commencement address at Keene Teachers O>ll ege, Keene, N, H., June, 1948.
Speech to lbnors C1 ass, Hartford Hiah School, June, 1948,
.Address to members of Broadmead Con1re1ational Oiurch, Hartford, June, 1948.
Address to the Hartford Rotary Club, June, 1948•
Three addresses to Conference of Southern Preabyterims, Montreat, N,C., June, 1948•
Lecture at Georaetown University, June, 1941•

DEPARTMENT OF MATHF.MATICS
H. M. Dadour ian, Professor

"Introduction to Analytical Geometry and the Calculus." Printed in litho1raphed
edition and used as a textbook in Freshman Mathematics in 1947-48, 'ib ,oe- published in ~k form by the Ronald Press Cb. of New York,
"Analytical Mechanics, " 3rd edition, was Peprinted by n.· Van Nostrand Co,
"Equipartion of Energy in a Problem of 0>11iaion" will appear in the September issue
of the American Journal of Physics.
11The Action Principle," a brochurt on the principle• of Mechanics prepared in memeoaraphed form for distribution among physicists and teachers of Mechanics.
"Well Rounded F.ducation," Trinity Review.
Review of "Whom the Gods Love", Leopold lnfeld, in the Hartford Cburant,
Addressed the Social Science Club of Hillyer Colleae and the American Veterans Committee of Hartford.
"What is Science," A lecture before the Physics Club of Trinity Cbllege.
C.

s.

Oail vy, Instructor
Two articles in "Yachting," October, 1948,
"Starlights," the Star Class paper, monthly.
"1948 Star Class Year Book," June, 1948,

DEPARlMENT OF PHILOSOPHY. PSYCHOLOGY,
H. T. Costello, Professor of Philosophy
"Radical Bmpiricism and the Concept of Experienced
45, No, 9, April, 1948, PP• 225- 248,

AND EDUCATION

As,"

Journal of Philosophy, Vol.

D. K. Marshall, Assistant Professor of Philosophy
Lecture on "The Liberal Arts and the Practical Arts" at St, John• s Colleae, Annapolis,
l,ll. February, 1948.
S. Nilson, Instructor in Philosophy

Review of "La Peraonne lncarnee" by Auguste Brunner,
1948, PP• 292-294-
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The Philosophical Review, May,

F. J. Deipan, Instructor in Psychology,
Lecture at the Veterans Administration Hoapital, Rutland Heiahts, Mass. Dec,, 1947,

/
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
R. Oostin1, Director
Editorial, Connecticut Interscholastic Athletic Conference Bulletin, No1', 1947,
P• 17,
New Fngland Representative at Annual Meetin1, March, 1948, of National BasketbaU
Rules C:O-ittee,
Oiairman, New Fnpand Selection Cl>mmittee, National Colleaiate Basketball Tourn ..ent,
March, 19 48,

D. E. Jessee, Associate Di.rector
"Baseball, 11 pub, A. S. Barnes and Co, Revision of book,

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS
F. W. Constant, Professor
Organi~ed set of colloquia for faculty members of related departments at Trinity
·
and Wesleyan University,
Several addresses on the future of atOll.ic energy,

DEPARTMENT OF ~~-L~
G. & C,Grady, Jr., Assistant Professor

"The Oiurch Goes to Collep, 11 Fbrth, Septaaber, 1947,
'bur Ministry in the Colleaes, 11 'lhe Livin1 Oiurch, January, 1941,
"A Oiristian Collep with Episcopal Herita1e, 11 Forth, May, 1948,

DEPARTMENT OF ROMANCE LANGUAGES

ll. P, Waterman, Assistant Profesaol'

AddreH to the Conn, chapter o'I the }aer, Assn. of Teachers of French; talk in French
on "Heroes of the French Resistance". Nov., 1947,
Fleeted President of the Cbnn. chapter of the }aerican Aas, of Teachers of French,
Awarded dearee of Ph.D. at Yale, June, 1941,
Fleeted Vice-President of Alpha Oii alumni corporation of DKE Fraternity and araduate representative in the Trinity Interfratemity Council,
Invited to be member of the Biblioaraphy and Research eo-ittee for Twentieth Century
French Literature, Moder!\ Lan1ua1e Association of Aaeric&J as such pursuin1
research project on Biblioaraphy of Modem French Literature•

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
All of which i s respectfully submitted,
ARTHUR HOWARD HUGHES,

Dean.
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Report of the Librarian
To the Trustees of Trinity College:
In accordance with Section Three . of Article Fifteen of the
Statutes of the College, I submit her~with the Report of the Librarian for the year ending June 30, 1948.
The Library has been kept open eighty and one-half hours per
week, except during the SllMler, when it is not openeq evenings.
The usual statistics in regard to attendance follow:
ATTENDANCE O.ASSIFIED
.!tlZ:j!
Jilly
Aupet

September
October
No•ember
December
January
February
March
April
May
June
Total•

~

Ennina•

2,970
1, 708
1,477
1,768
1, 781
1,440
3,082
2,943
2,897
2,330
2,480
1,447

239
2S9
2S2
331
609
819
843
608
601
484

26,323

S,04S

Faculty

Viaitora
28
39
28

Total

121
80
42
117
104
131
192
170
136
160
177

44
26
62
92
61
S2
62

~

28

3, 119
1,827
1,786
2, »s
2, 181
1,928
3,94S
4,024
3,937
3, 1S2
3,320
1,988

1, 4S9

S83

33,410

61

ATTENDANCE ANNUAL SUMMARY
~
13,979

p.ti:H

J!..il::.H

1946-47

filZ:l!

14,470

11. sso

ss, 286

33,410

The decrease in attendance, at least in the figures recording
attendance, is altogether suprising, and cannot be accounted for.
One suspects that the figures for last year, SS~286, arc abnormally
large, and that the figures for this year, 33,410, arc more nearly
accurate. Certainly other records do not indicate a decrease in the
use of the Library - quite the contrary.
INCREASE OF THE LIBRARY
During the year, there have been added to the Library 7,136
volumes, and 11, O11 pamphlets; a total of 18, 147, as compared with
lS, 731 added last year.
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Of the volumes added to the Library, 2,S76 were purchased and
4,560 were given. All the pamphlets were gifts. 3,323 were bound
and 3,813 were unbound. Included in the count of unbound volumes
are 371 volumes of unbound periodicals, most of which will be bound
during· the summer, as will a large part of the 194 unbound volumes
purchased during the year.
An inadequate staff, and unusual amount of current work, and
lack of shelving have made it impossible to shelve the books from
Dr. Beardsley's library, have made it impossible even to count them.

IMPORTANT PURCHASES

Thackeray, "Letters," ed. hy G. N. Ray, 2 vols.; Strong, "Bibliography of Birds," 3 vols.; "British Museum Catalogue of Printed
Books," vols. 27-S8; Besterman, "World Bibliography of Bibliographies," Vol. I; "Directors Register of Connecticut 1947;" Smith,
"History of Egyptian Sculpture;" Seligman, "Drawings of Georges
Seurat;" Lucretius, "De Rerum Natura," e.d. C. Bailey, 3 vols;"
Wordsworth, "Prose Work," ed. by A. B. Gros art, 3 vols.; "International Who's Who," 11th ed., 1947; "National Cyclopedia of American
Biography," Current Volume C; Rewald, "Renoir Drawings;" Philological Quarterly, Vols. 1-25; "lnscriptiones Graecae," Vol. 11-111,
Pt. 3, ed. Minor; Giry, "Manuel de Diplomatique;" Combe, "Jheronimus
Bosch;" Cather, "Novels and Stories," 13 vols.; Bronte, "Novels,"
11 vols.; Lilien, "Dictionary of English-Polish," Vol. I; Spenser,
"Works," variorum ed. of Poems, 2 vols.; Atkinson, "Edmund Spenser;
English Place Name Society," 20 vols.;" Dictionnaire de Biographic
Francaise," 4 vols.; Herzfeld," Zoroaster and His World," Vol. 2;
Galleitti e Chiorboli," Litteratura ltaliana," 4 vols.; Symonds,
"Collected Works," 9 vols.; Swinburne, "Complete Works," ed. E.
Grosse, 20 vols.; "Germanic Review," Vols. 1-21; "Archaeologia,"
91 vols.; Stephenson, "History of the South," 10 vols.; "Who's Who
in the East," Vol. II; and Payne, "Perachora."
GIFTS

We have received no very large gifts of books during the year,
but we have received a large number of useful and some very valuable
gifts.
From the following members of the Trustees gifts of books or
periodicals, or of both, have be&n received: Newton C. Brainard,
Lawson Purdy, '84, Charles G. Woodward, '98, and Richardson Wright,
' 10.
The following members of the Faculty have given books, periodicals, or pamphlets: G. Keith Funston, Arthur H. Huihes, Arthur
Adams, Archie R. Bangs, Thomas H. Bissonette, J. Wendell Burger,
Harry T. Costello, Haroutune M. Dadourian, Gerald B. O'Grady, Robert
W. Harrington, Jr., Vernon K. Krieble, James C. Notopoulos, Henry A.
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Perkins, Roger Shaw, Odell Shepard, Sterling B. Smith, D. G. Rrintol
T·hompson, John H. Whitternore, Ralph M. Williams, and Sir Alfre·q
Zirnmern.
In a number of cases, the gifts included copies of the
donor's own publications.
Gifts were received from the following alumni:
Joseph G.
Astm an, ' 3 8, Willi am A. Bi rd, IV, ' 12, seven volumes in French
literature, inclu9ing a set of the rare Champion, Life of Francois
Villon, James Brewster, '08, Henry B. Dillard, '13,
Edward E.
Dissell, '11, Samuel H. Edsall, 'H, John A. Mason, '34, Clarence I.
Penn, '12, Sidney J. Weinberg, Hon. '46, and Martin Taylor, '0~, who
gave us a magnificent set of the first edition of Johnson's Dictionary, an ~ccession of which any library could well be proud.
In a
number of cases, copies of the donor's publications are included.
The following undergraduates also presented books: John Peter
Fandel, Jr. a copy of his first book of verse; Howard s·. Hane, and
Kurt Weinberg.
Henry O. B. B. Moore, M. ~ Hon. 1 '48, added some 197 items to
the Moore Collection of books on China and the Far East, doubtless
one of the three or four best collections in the country. Through
the kindness of the Wadsworth Atheneum, we received the John Hall
Sage (M. S. Hon., 1901) collection of books on Ornithology, one of
the best in any college library, including some 700 volumes and over
five thousand pamphlets. From Mrs. Winifred W. Lynch, we received
about 250 volumes, including a goodly number of very useful books.
Mrs. Henry E. Rees, of Hartford, gave us a copy of the quarto edition, bound in leather and boards, of the 1903 revision of the Boot
of Common Prayer of the Church of England, a valued addition to our
excellent liturgical collection. The Connecticut Academy of Arts
and Sciences gave us forty volumes. of their "Memoirs and Transactions," a very welcome gift indeed. From the Library of the
Connecticut College for Women, we received 29 volumes of the Christian Science Journal, supplementing our file.
We acknowledge with gratitude the gifts of their publications
from the Carnegie Foundation for the AdvanceNent of Teaching, the
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, the Carnegie Institution
of Washington, the Smithsonian Institution, the Board of Education
of the State of Connecticut, the Connecticut State Library, the
S:tate of Connecticut, and the Government of the United States.
To all these generous friends of the College, we are truly
grateful.
CATA.LOGJING

Miss Katherine L. Colgrove has been in charge of the cataloguing during the year. For a short time,she had the assistance of
Miss Virginia A. Bohan, who left to take a place in the Government
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service. The amount of work Miss Colgrove, almost single handed,
has turned out is amazing. However, it is impossible for her to
~eep up with even current accessions alone. Cataloguer·s are hard to
find and command much higher salaries than in former years, but we
need at least two more persons in the cataloguing department to do
the work at all adequately.
The work of the year may be summarized as follows:
~

~

Books cataloaued
Replacements
Puphlets cataloped
Paphlets claHed
Books reel aHed
Continuations
Moore collection
Perlodicals

2,875
226
132
353
125
181
178
628

2,354

10, 574

~

117

530

155
97

886
120

10TALS

4,698

2, 723

i2, 110

This is an increase over last year of 1,046 books and pamphlets
catalogued, or over 15S cards typed.
The Kleene Gift of books and the Hale Collection of books
chiefly on Civil War and local history wer~ catalogued. Much prog- :
gress has been made in cataloguing the Sage Collection of bird
books.
The collection of pamphlets was reorganized and ,placed in
pamphlet boxes on the s6elvei with books of their own classes.

STAFF

Mrs. Laura Schatz is invaluable because of her long service,
her knowledge of the details of library administration, and because
of her courtesy, energy, «nd industry. She has to do chiefly with
accessions and with binding, though to enumerate all the things
she does would be well-nigh impossible.
Much to our regret, Dr. Niels Henry Sonne, Reference Assistant,
left us in August to become Librarian of the General Theological
Seminary in New York. He was followed by Ruwet Myles Bell, who to
our regret left us after a few months to become Librarian of the
Carnegie Library in Bradford, Pennsylvania.
Miss Virginia A. Bohan served as an Assistant in Cataloguing
for a few months.
Mrs. Norwood Keeney, Jr., has been of great · help to both Mrs.
Schatz and Miss Colgrove in thelr work.
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Mr. Norton G. Hinckley has served most faithfully and acceptably as a kind of Chief Student Assistant, and has been most helpful in ta.king over a considerable part of the work of Dr. Sonne and
Mr. Bell after their resignations.
Mr. Jack Bird, a student assistant, · was of great assistance
because of his painstaking and accurate typing of catalogue cards
and of other material.
We have nothing but praise for all the members of the staff,
but they are struggling valiantly to do the impossible. The staff
is obviously inadequate to cope with the work crying to be done." We
have fewer workers than we had when we had half the present number
of students - or even fewer. The work is simply not being done can't be; the fatulty and students are not receivi~g the service
they need and have a right to expect.
We need at least two more workers in the cataloguing department. We need and must have a Reference Assistant, and should have
one other person in addition to student assistants in the Reading
Room.
The Library is an essential tool in the work of the College.
It must at least keep pace with the expansion and development of the
College in other fields. The first step in that direction is the
increase in the Staff so sorely needed.
BINDING

Necessarily, the greater part of the appropriation for binding has been spent in caring for current periodicals. The larger
_number of periodicals received and the increased cost of binding
make a larger appropriation imperative if we are to keep up the
binding of our valuable periodicals and the larger amount of rebinding necessitated by the increased use of our books. The generosity of the administration in this important matter is much appreciated.

No new Endowed Funds for the Library have been established
during t.he year. That new Funds are desperately needed is evident,
because all available money had been expended before the year was
half over. The increased cost of books and periodicals is chiefly
responsible for this. Without the sympathetic cooperation of the
administration, our straits would have been dim indeed.

mE LIBRARY CXHtITIEE
The members of the Library Commmttee were: President G. Keith
Funston, ex officio, William G. Mather, Robert B. ·o,connor, and
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Richardson Wright, of the Trustees, and Professors Harry T. Costello,
George B. Cooper, J. Bard McNulty, Feodor Thcilhcimcr, D. G. Brinton
Thompson (Chairman), Ralph M. Williams, and Arthur Adams (Secretary).
Meetings were held at irregular intervals, and much interest in
the Library and its problems was evident. Professor Thompson has at
all times shown keen interest and has been most helpful.
CONCl.USION

By way of conclusion, we may emphasize the great need of the
Library for additions to the staff, for funds for the purchase of
books and periodicals, and for bindings.
All this can be summed up
in a word - the need for more money.

It is most gratifying to know that money for the early building
of the much and long needed addition to the Library building (or
better still, for a new building) is soon forthcoming. Th~s will
provide more space in the overcrowded Reading Room, for working
quarters, for stack room.
This increase in our library quarters will entail a much larger
staff and larger expenditures all along the line. All this must
come if the Library is to serve the College community at all adequately and if it is to meet the ever enlarging opportunity for
serving.
All of which is respectfully submitted,
ARTHUR ADAMS

Librarian
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THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF TRINITY COLLEGE
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KEITH
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L.H.D.,

PREsmENT 0

Wn.LIAM GWINN MATHER, LL.D.
•
CHARLES GUILFORD WOODWARD, M.A.•
SAMUEL

NEWTON

FERGUSON, M.A. .
CASE BRAINARD, B.A. 0

.
•

PmuP JAMES McCooI, LL.D••

B.A. 0 •
EATON, B.S. •
•
•
MARTIN WITIDNGTON Cl.EMENT, Sc.D., LL.D. •
JoBN HENRY Km.so DAVIS, M.A.• •
UWSON PmmY, LL.D.
•
.
.
ROBERT BARNARD O'CONNOR, M.F .A. •
RICHARDSON WRIGHT, M.A. .
.
.
GEORGE STANLEY STEVENSON, M.A. .
FREDERIC COLLIN w ALCCYrT, Sc.D.
.
.
.

JAMES WPINCOTI' GooDWIN,

WILLIAM

HANMER

LYMAN BUSHNELL BRAINERI>,

BERN BUDD, LL.B.

B.A.,

SECRETARY •

•

•

•
Au.EN NORTHEY JONES, M.A.
.
.
.
WILLIAM ELIPBALET ADAMS BULXELEY. B.S.
ARNOLD HENRY MOSES, B.A..
.
JEROME PIERCE WEBSTER, M.D.•
LlsPENARD BACHE Pmsnm, LL.B. t .
HAROLD LEoNARD SMITH, B.A. t .
GEORGE CI.EvELAND CAPEN, B.A. t

Cleveland
Hartford
West Hartford
Hartford
New York
Hartford
Pittsfield
Philadel hia
Hartfo~
New York
New York
New York
New Haven
Norfolk
West Hartford
New York
New York
West Hartford
West Hartford
New York
Boston
New York
West Hartford
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REv. ERNEST MILMORE STIBES, D.D..
EDGAR FRANCIS WATERMAN, LL.B. •
THOMAS WRIGHT RUSSELL, B.A. •
•
.
THE HoN. FRAME LANGDON Wu.cox, B.A. .
JAMES LEwis THOMSON, PH.B. .

THE RT.

JOSEPH

WINTON

GETDNDANNER, JR.,

M.B.A., TREAS'ORER

Garden City
Hartford
Hartford
Berlin
West Hartford
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• These members of the Board form the Executive Committee.
t Elected by the Alumni.

